The royal hospital of goa and its Wonders among the wonders and evils of the exotic places depicted in the Voyage of Pyrard de Laval to the East Indies (1601)(1602)(1603)(1604)(1605)(1606)(1607)(1608)(1609)(1610)(1611), the royal hospital of goa stands in magnificence and grandeur. after a long journey through the world, the French traveller François pyrard arrived in goa in 1608 feeling ill. Together with some of his shipmates, he was taken to the royal hospital. its grandeur mesmerized them: "We could hardly believe that this was a hospital, when seeing it from the outside, as it looked like a grand palace, except for the inscription Hospital do Rey Nosso Senhor."2 The high quantity and "quality" of the people (gens de qualité) who looked for the hospital services impressed pyrard, for many of them had arrived in palanquins, a means of transportation typically used by the rich and influential.
those occasions, the hospital reportedly lodged up to 3,000 at once.3 When François pyrard was there, he estimated that the occupation was of 1,500 patients.4
Those numbers are extraordinary when compared to today's hospitals occupancy, rarely over a thousand beds, and to the main hospital of lisbon at that time (Todos os santos), which had capacity for a few hundredor, in the most generous speculations, up to a thousand.5 We should also note that only about 1,500 portuguese and their descendants lived then in the city of goa, out of a total of 75,000 people (about 20,000 hindus and 50,000 local Christians).6 Clearly, the hospital served more than the local population, and as we shall see, not the local population.
The hospital furniture and decorations were described in detail by pyrard. The esquifes (or catres, hospital beds/stretchers) were finished in red lacquer or in golden or multi-colour polish. Beds were made with fresh mats and linen on the arrival of new patients. The bedding, which was changed every three days, consisted of cotton sheets, cotton-filled pillows, mats and covers in cotton and in silk that were decorated with assorted figures and colors. everything was a true wonder.
The services provided there were also depicted as remarkable: on arrival a barber shaved the patients thoroughly; a servant washed them with warm water, and gave them appropriate clothing and room equipment, including a clay jar, a chamber pot, and a handkerchief. When leaving, they would get a change of clothes suitable for life outside. The patients' needs were thoroughly accommodated by the staff, among whom the upper echelons were portuguese and the subordinates were "Brahmins or Christian goa Canarins."7
